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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Tartessos has contributed to the dictionary with 13 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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atriaca
Pharmaceutical preparation used old and composed of many ingredients and mainly opium. It has been used for bites of
venomous animals.Remedy of an evil, prevented with prudence or taken out of the same damage.

brocal
Nozzle of the sheath of the melee weapons. Parapet or banister.

campanilo
Separated from the building of the Church belfry.

doxología
Hymns or formulas of praise of the divine, especially to the Holy Trinity in the Catholic Liturgy.

ebullición
Agitated and movement with bubbles in a liquid, which takes place by raising its temperature.

finalidad
Goal or end that makes a thing.

gemido
Sound or voice that expresses pain or other feelings or sensations.

gradina
Toothed chisel used in the carving of marble and other natural stones.

imprescriptible
Synonyms: perennial, lasting.

infantado
Title of infante or infanta.

reducto
Place or very safe and appropriate for the Defense fortification. Place of refuge. Place where ideas or past customs are
preserved.

ritmo
Order which hold succession of sounds in music.Harmonious and regular management based on the accent and the
number of syllables, which can be established in the language.Speed at which something occurs.

vainica
Point or frayed often as auction or ornament in the fabric.Embroidery that makes getting the horizontal threads of the



fabric and grouping vertical with stitches to form a draught.


